
National Futsal Championships Sydney 2015 - Under 13 Boys 

Review by Coach Jim Kallas 

 

This year’s Under 13 boys’ team had 3 players from last year’s championships. So 6 new players 

were playing in their first National Championships. Therefore there was a lot of preparation work 

done in training to get the players up to speed on what the competition standard would be like in 

Sydney. 

 

During some of the later trial games the team slowly started to gel and also played together in the 

Under 14 Boys division at Campbelltown Leisure Centre, where it had some very competitive 

games. The signs were promising and so were my expectations of what the team could achieve. 

 

 

Game 1 v Queensland Metro   Monday 5th Jan 5:00pm Hawkesbury Indoor Stadium 

 

We had a delayed start as there were no referees allocated for this 5pm game. Not an ideal start 

as the players were ready for kick off. A 15 minute delay was unhelpful. Eventually we started. 

The instructions given to the players were not followed early on as nerves obviously played there 

part. After settling we created two great goal scoring opportunities, but failed to take them. Qld 

took their limited chances to be 2-0 up at half time. Second half we dominated for large parts of 

the game, but could not convert our chances. It got to 5-0 at one stage before we scored. We still 

had time to get something out of game. Unfortunately the players lost confidence and struggled in 

the hot conditions. Big reality check for the players. Disappointing result in the end as those early 

missed chances could have changed the game. 

 

Result: 8 - 2 Loss  Goal Scorer: Ben Woolard 2 goals 

 

Game 2 v NSW Country    Tuesday 6th Jan  9:00am Hawkesbury Indoor Stadium 

 

A changed line up and some specific instructions were the key to a much better performance in 

this game. The team kept to its defensive structure well and outplayed the opposition for most of 

the half. Again we failed to capitalise on the scoring opportunities we created. 0-0 at half time and I 

was very pleased with how the team was playing. Unfortunately our captain Emmanuel Verbi got a 

knock to the knee in the first half and was unable to resume the game and that did have an impact 

on our structure. Second half was more of the same with us dominating, Ben Woolard was floored 

in the box by the NSW keeper and a penalty was given .The keeper received a yellow card and 

Ben had to come off. Theo Doufos converted the penalty. 1-0 up two minutes into second half. 

The team was playing with confidence and had other chances to go further ahead. Unfortunately a 

hesitant clearance from a keeper Stefan Willner got cut out and he was caught out of position and 

conceded an avoidable goal. Both teams were going for the win and in the dying seconds we had 

a goal chance cleared of the line. The resultant corner was turned over and with 10 seconds left 

NSW had a breakaway attack with 1 v 1. Our keeper Stefan Willner made a magnificent diving 

save at the feet of the NSW player who went down looking for a penalty which for a moment I 

thought the referee was going to give! It would have been an injustice to lose this game. 

The missed chances would come back to haunt us! But I was extremely happy with the way the 

team responded after the first round game. 

 

Result 1 – 1  Draw  Goal Scorer: Theo Doufos (penalty) 

 



 

Game 3 v Queensland Regional  Wednesday 7th Jan  9:00am Hawkesbury Indoor Stadium 

 

This was a crucial game as both teams needed a win to have any chance of progressing to the 

finals. We started off well and Ryan Mayo got his first goal for the tournament with a cracker in the 

3rd minute. Many more chances were created and the team was playing some beautiful futsal. A 

slight lapse in concentration was punished by QLD and they equalised. Not long after some poor 

defending from a needles free kick resulted in another goal for QLD. 2-1 down. After some 

substitutions we steadied and Ryan Mayo got his second goal to equalise. Soon after the best 

goal of the game was made from Jordan Mugford and Emmanuel Verbi exchanging passes at the 

back then relaying it to Joshua Benn who’s pinpoint pass to the far post was put away by Ben 

Woolard. Fantastic futsal goal that we practised at training many times. 3-2 up at half time. The 

second half had its anxious moments as we searched for the killer goal. It duly arrived from 

Captain Emmanuel Verbi who volleyed home from close range. Alessandro Ricci and Theo 

Doufos were moved to defence and did an outstanding job at keeping QLD at bay. Alexander 

Kallas scored from close range as the siren went and after some conjecture was correctly 

awarded by the officials his first goal of the nationals. Great effort from all the players, particularly 

our keeper Stefan Willner who made some outstanding saves during the game. 

No time to celebrate as the next game was later on in the day. Conditions were oppressive to say 

the least. 

 

Result 5 – 2 Win  

Goal Scorers: Ryan Mayo (2), Ben Woolard, Emmanuel Verbi, Alexander Kallas 

 

 

Game 4 v NSW Lightning Wednesday 7th Jan 2:00pm Hawkesbury Indoor Stadium 

 

Playing our second game for the day was going to be a big test for the players, as conditions were 

very hot and humid inside the stadium. We started off well and contained NSW to limited attacks. 

Game was very even until the seventh minute when one NSW player was left free near the box 

and found with a pass and he put away the chance. They punish you swiftly for any lapses in 

concentration. Not long after Ryan Mayo equalised with some good build up work from Alessandro 

Ricci. The team created more chances but could not find the back of the net due to some good 

goal keeping from the NSW keeper. The conditions started to affect the players and another lapse 

in concentration and not marking properly led to NSW scoring two late goals in the first half. 3-1 

down. The second half was much more of the same ,creating chances but not converting them 

and getting caught out and conceding. In the end the players were running on empty and NSW 

scored three more goals. The blow out score left us with a mountain to climb to make it to the 

finals.  I cannot fault the player’s efforts in those atrocious conditions, they gave all that they had. 

 

Result 6 – 1 Loss   Goal Scorer: Ryan Mayo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Game 5 v NSW Thunder  Thursday 8th Jan  9:00am Hawkesbury Indoor Stadium 



 

The scenario was that we had to beat NSW by six clear goals to make the finals. They had won all 

their games so far and scored 33 goals and conceded 7. This was mission impossible, but we 

weren’t going down without a fight. The boys played the best futsal I had seen from them in the 

first 10 minutes and we totally dominated them. We had three gilt edge chances to score early on 

and hit the post as well. We had them on the back foot and I started to dream of an upset win. 

Once again a failure to pick up a loose player in defence led to their first goal. NSW are experts at 

punishing you for not marking up. We still played some extraordinary futsal and should have 

equalised, but there keeper kept them in the game. Unfortunately NSW punished us again in the 

last minute of the first half to go 2-0 up. The players need to learn to concentrate for the full 20 

minutes. Second half we went for it and had one early shot from Theo Doufos hit both posts and 

go out! I knew then it was not going to be our day! We kept attacking to no avail and within the 

space of 3 minutes we conceded 3 goals halfway through the second half. The boys were gutted 

but kept on trying. The last few minutes saw NSW score 3 more goals to blow out the score. 

In a total of 40 minutes of Futsal we played brilliantly for 34 minutes but lost concentration for 6 

minutes and got taught a lesson from NSW Thunder.  

 

Result 8 – 0  Loss 

 

 

SUMMARY 

 

It was a case of what might have been had we taken the chances we had in all our games. It was 

very fine margins between most of the teams during most of the games. Our inability to convert 

the chances we created to goals cost us in the end. 

The players did not handle the very physical game style of the NSW teams. They at least now 

know what it takes to participate at a National Championship. 

It was very disappointing not to make the finals as I thought we were good enough to make the 

final four. Both players and coaches will learn from this experience and be better next time round. 

We prepared the team as best we could with as many training sessions we could get in and trial 

games as well, but it is still a limited preparation compared to other states. 

One thing for certain is that we have to improve our shooting for goal capabilities. 

It is important to try to keep the core players actively playing futsal on at least a casual basis to be 

further ahead in development and knowledge of futsal for future nationals. 

I was proud of my players with the efforts they put in on this journey and hope we can continue it 

together next year. Special thanks to Teo Verbi our Team Manager who was outstanding in 

helping me prepare the players for this national championship. 

 

 



 
 

ADELAIDE FORCE UNDER 13 BOYS TEAM 2015 

L to R Back 

Kate (Physio), Jim Kallas (coach), Alexander Kallas, Ryan Mayo, Jordan Mugford,  

Theo Doufos(VC), Alessandro Ricci, Joshua Benn, Teo Verbi (Team Manager)  

Front 

Ben Woolard, Stefan Willner (GK), Emmanuel Verbi (Captain) 


